Ukraine reviews cases on owner of firm that hired Biden son
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office
is
review
seven
cases
related
to
the
owner
of
a
gas
company
where
the
son
of
former
Vice
President
Joe
Biden
sat
on
the
board
but
he
added
that
he
wasn't
aware
of
any
by either Biden
U.S. President Donald Trump had asked for an investigation of Biden's involvement in a July 25 phone call with new Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy at a time when millicent...
The move was
seen by
many as
progressive,
but it was
also criticized
by
conservatives.

While the
move was
announced,
Trump
criticized
the
change,
saying it
was
too
quick.

The
discussion
continued,
and the
measure
was
eventually
passed
by
Congress.

That
upset
many
people,
and the
issue
remained
a
controversy.

In
the
meanwhile,
the
prospect
of
a
new
term
for
Trump
was
considered.

Finally,
the
term
was
announced,
and
the
preparation
for
the
transition
began.

That
ended
a
long
period
of
uncertainty,
and
the
country
looked
forward
to
the
future.
not as a new investment to dig up dirt on the Bider but rather an attempt to stay in the good grace of the White House at a time when Ukraine needs Western help
an uprising by pro-Russian separatists told reporters that his office was "auditing relevant cases that were closed or dismissioned on hold by his predecessors." Sever of the cases under audit are
split into seven parts or were instead before in order to be able to rule to revert to those cases where illegal procedures were taken. Ryabosh said.

Asked if the prose had evidence of any
In part, he said: "I have no such information.

The Prose Gene Office said in a statement that among the cases being reviewed are 15 in which Zloch is involved. None of the Zloch relate
yet, the office said.

They did not specify how many if any, were relate to Hunter Biden's work at Buris

Trump has said that the United States has an "absurd right" to ask
investigations
corruption
cases

Asked
about
that
by
The
Assoc
Press
Zelen
said
during
an
appeal
in
the
Ukrainian
city
of
Zhytomyr
that
all
cases
under
investigation
are
“transferred”

“Chic
prose
could
pull
their
effort
all cases open, Zelen said.

Zelen and Ryabikdenie being under any foreign press over corrupt investigation although text massacre release Thursday in the U.S. showed American diplomat pushed for an investigation of Biden son.
a cache of text
message
provided by Kurt Volke
the form speci: U.S.
envoy to Ukraine who has
stepped down

In the message Volke
encouraged an aide to
Zelen to condition
Biden's family in exchange for getting the president a high-profile meeting to Wash with Trump.

Ryabokon insist Friday he did not feel any pressure over theBuris case.

“Not a single foreign or
point has called me or tried to influence my decisions regarding specific criminal cases he said when asked if Trump personally asked Rudy Giuliani or any other people had urged him to investigate Hunter Biden
saw
the
remar
by
Ryabo
and
Zelen
as
an
atterr
by
the
Ukra
gover
to
main
good
relati
with
Trum
and
avoid
taking
sides
in
a
U.S.
politi
dispu

“Ryab
state
mean
that
the
(crim
Being investigated and Kyiv is open for cooperation with U.S. counts but we shouldn't expect any tangible result of the probe until after the election in the U.S.,” said Volodymyr Fesenko of the Penta Center.
“Zelev does not want to be involved in the U.S. political battle but he’s already in the game and has to be flexible.

Vasily
report
from
Moscow